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The 8B solar neutrino flux inferred from a global analysis of solar neutrino experiments is within 11% (1s)
of the predicted standard solar model value if only active neutrinos exist, but could be as large as 1.7 times the
standard prediction if sterile neutrinos exist. We show that the total 8B neutrino flux ~active plus sterile
neutrinos! can be determined experimentally to about 10% (1s) by combining charged current measurements
made with the KamLAND reactor experiment and with the SNO CC solar neutrino experiment, provided the
LMA neutrino oscillation solution is correct and the simulated performance of KamLAND is valid. Including
also SNO NC data, the sterile component of the 8B neutrino flux can be measured by this method to an
accuracy of about 12% (1s) of the standard solar model flux. Combining Super-Kamiokande and KamLAND
measurements and assuming the oscillations occur only among active neutrinos, the 8B neutrino flux can be
measured to 6% (1s); the total flux can be measured to an accuracy of about 9%. The total 7Be solar neutrino
flux can be determined to an accuracy of about 28% (1s) by combining measurements made with the
KamLAND, SNO, and gallium neutrino experiments. One can determine the total 7Be neutrino flux to a 1s
accuracy of about 11% or better by comparing data from the KamLAND experiment and the BOREXINO solar
neutrino experiment provided both detectors work as expected. The pp neutrino flux can be determined to
about 15% using data from the gallium, KamLAND, BOREXINO, and SNO experiments.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.66.035802 PACS number~s!: 26.65.1t, 14.60.Pq, 12.15.Ff, 13.15.1gI. INTRODUCTION
We describe in this paper analysis procedures that can
answer two of the most important questions of neutrino re-
search. How can one determine the total solar neutrino fluxes
(8B,7Be, and pp) for comparison with solar model predic-
tions? How can one determine the sterile contribution to the
total solar neutrino fluxes? Our answers allow for the possi-
bility of an arbitrary mixture in solar neutrino oscillations of
active and sterile neutrinos, but require the correctness of the
LMA solution of the solar neutrino problems and careful
attention to all the sources of error ~theoretical as well as
experimental!.1
We focus first on determining total fluxes by comparing
charged current ~CC! observables measured in different ex-
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1This paper was originally written and posted on the electronic
archive ~hep-ph! before the announcements of the recent SNO re-
sults @1,2# and the improved SAGE measurement of the gallium rate
@3# and also before our paper was submitted for publication. We
have included in the analysis reported in this version of the paper,
which we are submitting for publication, the recent SNO and SAGE
measurements. The ideas with respect to the 7Be and 8B neutrinos
are unchanged and the numerical results have not been affected
significantly, but the present version is more up-to-date with respect
to the input data. We have also added, inspired by the SAGE dis-
cussion, a detailed analysis of what one can learn about pp neutri-
nos before there is a dedicated experiment to measure just the pp
neutrino flux.0556-2813/2002/66~3!/035802~20!/$20.00 66 0358periments; this method yields results as independent as pos-
sible of uncertainties due to the presence of sterile neutrinos.
We then describe how similar techniques can be applied to
determine total solar neutrino fluxes using a CC experiment
plus a neutrino-electron scattering experiment @or a neutral
current ~NC! measurement#, which yields results that depend
more on the sterile neutrino mix but which can nevertheless
be relatively accurate.
The numerical values we estimate for the expected preci-
sion with which different quantities can be measured rely
upon simulations of the performance of the relevant experi-
ments. Therefore the accuracies that we quote are illustra-
tive; the actual accuracies that are obtainable can only be
determined once the experimental uncertainties are known.
A. Flavor changes occur
Neutrinos change flavors as they travel to the Earth from
the center of the Sun. This flavor change was seen directly by
the comparison of the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory ~SNO!
measurement @4# of the charged current reaction for 8B solar
neutrinos with the Super-Kamiokande measurement @5# of
the neutrino-electron scattering rate ~charged plus neutral
current!. Even more clearly, flavor change has been demon-
strated by comparing the neutral current measurement by
SNO with the SNO CC measurement @1#. The conclusion
that flavor changes occur among solar neutrinos, if based
solely upon the comparison of the SNO and Super-
Kamiokande event rates, is valid statistically at about the
3.2s confidence level @4,6–9#. The neutral current measure-
ment of SNO increases the significance level for flavor
changes among solar neutrinos to the 5.3s confidence level.©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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simply that new physics is required to resolve the long-
standing solar neutrino problem @10#, i.e., to understand the
origin of the discrepancy between the predictions of the stan-
dard solar model @11# and the observed solar neutrino event
rates @4,5,12–16#. If one includes the results of the Chlorine
@12#, Kamiokande @13#, SAGE @14#, GALLEX @15#, and
GNO @16# experiments together with the SNO ~CC! and
Super-Kamiokande results, then the combined measurements
require @9# new physics at 4.0s and, if the relative tempera-
ture scaling of the 7Be and 8B neutrino production reactions
is taken into account, at 7.4s . Helioseismological measure-
ments confirm the predicted sound speeds of the Standard
Solar Model to better than 0.1% and show that stellar physics
cannot account for the discrepancies between standard pre-
dictions and the observed solar neutrino rates @17#.
B. Current knowledge of the 8B solar neutrino flux if only
active neutrinos exist
The combination of the charged current ~CC! and the
charged plus neutral-current measurement with Super-
Kamiokande has been used by several groups @4,6–8# to
determine the flux of active 8B neutrinos independent of the
solar model. These model-independent determinations of the
active flux exploit the similarity between the response func-
tions in the SNO and Super-Kamiokande detectors
@4,6,18,19#. In addition, if one includes all the experimental
data in a global oscillation solution in which the 8B flux is a
free parameter, one obtains a similar ~but slightly smaller!
allowed range for the 8B neutrino flux @20–22#. The mea-
surement of the NC rate by SNO @1# provides an independent
determination of the active 8B neutrino flux.
All of the analyses yield the same result: if electron neu-
trinos oscillate into only active neutrinos, then the total 8B
neutrino flux is in excellent agreement with the flux pre-
dicted by the standard solar model.
This close agreement of the active 8B neutrino flux with
the total flux predicted by the standard solar model ~SSM!
@11,22# is, if the flux of sterile neutrinos is small, an impor-
tant confirmation of the quantitative theory of stellar evolu-
tion. We summarize below the current best-estimates and the
associated 1s uncertainties for the active 8B neutrino flux
factive(8B).
Standard solar model ~BP00! prediction @11#:2
factive~
8B!55.053106 cm2s21~120.1610.20!. ~1!
Comparison of SNO and Super-Kamiokande event rates
~see Ref. @4#!:
factive~
8B!55.443106 cm2 s21~160.18!. ~2!
SNO neutral current measurement ~assuming undistorted
spectrum! @1#:
2The recently measured low-energy cross section factor reported
by Junghans et al. @23# is currently being reinvestigated.03580factive~
8B!55.093106 cm2 s21~160.12!. ~3!
Global neutrino oscillation analysis ~see Table I this paper
and Ref. @22#!:
factive~
8B!55.403106 cm2 s21~160.075!. ~4!
The agreement, summarized in Eqs. ~1!–~4!, between the
SSM calculated flux and the measured active flux suggests
that the sterile neutrino contribution to the 8B neutrino flux
may be small. In this paper, we ignore this tempting sugges-
tion and instead concentrate on developing methods to deter-
mine experimentally the total 8B and 7Be neutrino fluxes
emitted by the Sun, independent of the active-sterile mixture
~for a discussion of earlier investigations of sterile neutrinos
see Refs. @24,25#!.
If we want to understand the particle physics implications
of solar neutrino research, we must determine if sterile neu-
trinos are present in the solar neutrino flux . Moreover, the
original—and still valid—goal of solar neutrino research was
@10# to compare solar model predicted and experimentally
measured ~total! solar neutrino fluxes.
C. What can one do if sterile neutrinos exist?
What is the situation if sterile neutrinos exist? The total
flux of 8B neutrinos could in this case be much larger than
the standard solar model prediction; a major fraction of the
total flux that reaches the Earth could arrive in a form that is
not detected in solar neutrino experiments. The existing data
disfavor ~at 5.4s C.L.! oscillation into purely sterile neutri-
nos. Nevertheless, a large sterile component is allowed
@22,26# if oscillations occur into a combination of active and
sterile neutrino states ~see Refs. @27,28# for a description of
the formalism adopted here!. The flux of sterile neutrinos
could in principle be large enough to destroy the apparently
excellent agreement between the flux predicted by the SSM
and the true flux of 8B neutrinos @which is assumed to be
pure active neutrinos in the comparison shown above in Eqs.
~1!–~4!#.
A measurement of the total 8B solar neutrino flux, includ-
ing the sterile component ~if any!, will provide information
that is important for astrophysics and for particle physics.
The motivation for investigating sterile neutrinos is not de-
pendent upon the LSND @29# results that might suggest the
existence of sterile neutrinos. Of course, the LSND results
TABLE I. The allowed range of the total 8B neutrino flux. The
table presents the allowed range of f B @defined by Eq. ~7!# that was
found in a global solution of all the currently available solar and
reactor neutrino data. The second column gives the allowed range
of f B for an arbitrary mixture of active and sterile neutrinos and the
third column gives the range for the case where only active neutri-
nos are considered. The results shown were obtained using Eq. ~8!.
C.L. f B ~active 1 sterile! f B ~active!
1s 0.99–1.25 0.99–1.15
2s 0.92–1.47 0.92–1.22
3s 0.84–1.67 0.84–1.292-2
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@30#! nor by theoretical predictions that have been precisely
confirmed ~such as the helioseismological verifications of the
standard solar model!, as is the case for the inference of
flavor change based upon the SNO-Super-Kamiokande com-
parison.
Fortunately, the KamLAND reactor neutrino experiment
@31#, when combined with the SNO measurement of the CC
flux, is capable of providing a precise determination of the
total, i.e., the active plus the sterile, 8B neutrino flux. We
assume throughout this paper the correctness of the currently
favored large mixing angle ~LMA! solution to the solar neu-
trino problem. If the LMA solution is not correct, then all
global analyses of the available solar and reactor data indi-
cate that either the mass difference Dm2 or the vacuum mix-
ing angle u will be too small to produce a measurable effect
in the KamLAND experiment ~see, e.g., Refs.
@6–8,20,21,31,32#!. In this case, KamLAND will be unable
to provide the information required to determine the total 8B
neutrino flux.
Here is the basic physical idea of the method we propose
for measuring the total 8B solar neutrino flux. For the Kam-
LAND @31# experiment, one will know accurately the flux of
antineutrinos from the 17 reactors that contribute signifi-
cantly to the measured antineutrino events. From measure-
ments of the total event rate and the energy spectrum induced
by the surviving n¯ e , the KamLAND experimentalists can
determine with precision @31,33–35# the antineutrino propa-
gation parameters Dm¯ 2 and tan2u¯ . Both the KamLAND
measurement and the CC SNO measurements are disappear-
ance experiments for neutrinos ~or antineutrinos! of similar
energies. For the CC measurement made with SNO, one does
not know the total 8B neutrino flux created in the Sun. But,
assuming conservation of CPT, one can use the propagation
parameters Dm¯ 2 and tan2u¯ determined by KamLAND and
the measured ~by SNO! CC rate to solve for the flux that
gives the observed result. Summarizing, for the KamLAND
experiment one knows the total flux but not the propagation
parameters, which are measured. For the SNO CC experi-
ment, one will know ~from KamLAND! the propagation pa-
rameters and therefore can measure the total flux.3
Figure 1 shows the results of a refined global solution for
the solar neutrino oscillation parameters that was made ~see
Sec. II and the Appendix! using all the available solar and
reactor data. The figure displays the allowed solar neutrino
oscillation contours at 1s , 2s , and 3s . The results are ob-
tained by the procedures described most recently in Ref.
@22#, where we have used in the present paper the analysis
strategy ~a! ~of Ref. @36#! including the 1496 day Super-
3The method described here is of course more general than the
specific application to the KamLAND and SNO experiments. In
order to determine the total flux, it is sufficient that one measure a
set of observables that do not depend upon the solar neutrino flux
~in this paper, the measured quantities in the KamLAND experi-
ment! and a quantity that does depend upon the solar neutrino flux
~here, the CC rate in SNO!.03580Kamiokande data sample @37# as well as the SNO CC, NC,
and day-night observations @1,2#. We have also made some
improvements ~see the Appendix! in the treatment of the
uncertainties in the neutrino cross sections and in the corre-
lation of errors.
For comparison, we also show in Fig. 1 the small size of
the expected allowed region for KamLAND if this reactor
antineutrino experiment observes a signal corresponding to
the current best-fit point of the solar neutrino analysis. In
calculating the KamLAND allowed region, we have made a
conservative estimate ~see Sec. III C!, following the prin-
ciples discussed in Refs. @38,39#. Figure 1 shows clearly that
KamLAND has the potential for making a precise measure-
ment of the solar neutrino oscillation parameters, provided
that the LMA is the correct oscillation solution.
The only complication involved in determining the total
8B flux from a comparison of the KamLAND and SNO CC
measurements results from the fact that for the favored large
mixing angle ~LMA! solar neutrino oscillation solution mat-
ter effects in the Sun and the Earth can be significant. Matter
effects are unimportant for the KamLAND reactor experi-
ment. The role of matter effects in solar neutrino experiments
depends somewhat upon the a priori unknown active-sterile
mixture, which introduces a calculable uncertainty in the in-
ferred total 8B neutrino flux.
FIG. 1. Solar neutrino allowed region compared with simulated
KamLAND allowed region. The figure shows the currently allowed
regions of the solar neutrino oscillation parameters; the contours of
equal CL are labeled at 1s , 2s , and 3s . This global solution was
obtained assuming pure active neutrino oscillations and using all
the available solar and reactor data. We include the recent SNO
results @1,2#. The rates from the GALLEX/GNO @15,16# and SAGE
@3,14# experiments have been averaged to provide a unique data
point (72.464.7 SNU). Some technical improvements regarding
neutrino cross sections and correlations of errors were included in
the analysis ~see the Appendix!. The two much smaller allowed
regions, placed symmetrically with respect to the line at tan2u
51, represent the allowed regions, at 1s , 2s , and 3s , that are
obtained from a simulation of what may be achievable with the
KamLAND reactor experiment. The best-fit point for the Kam-
LAND simulation is assumed to be the same as the best-fit point for
the global solar neutrino oscillation solution, namely, purely active
neutrinos with Dm255.031025 eV2, tan2u50.42.2-3
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measurement and the KamLAND antineutrino measurement
will determine the total ~active plus sterile! flux f total(8B) of
8B solar neutrinos. By subtracting the previously determined
flux ~see above!, factive(8B), from f total(8B), one can deter-
mine the flux of sterile solar neutrinos.
Using similar reasoning, we shall also show that the com-
bined Super-Kamiokande and KamLAND measurements can
be analyzed to yield an accurate value for the total 8B flux,
although in this case the results are somewhat more sensitive
to the active-sterile admixture.
D. 7Be solar neutrinos
The flux of 7Be solar neutrinos, which in the SSM is
predicted @11# to be f(7Beactive)54.773109 cm2s21(1
60.10), can be determined in a model independent way
from a global analysis of the solar neutrino data assuming
only active neutrino oscillations. For example, the latest
analysis by Garzelli and Giunti @7# yields 0.02
<f(7Be)/f(7Be,SSM)<1.15 at 99% C.L.
We shall also show in this paper that one can extract the
value of the 7Be neutrino flux from measurements of the
gallium solar neutrino experiments GALLEX, SAGE, and
GNO and the results of the SNO and KamLAND measure-
ments. The value of the 7Be flux that will be derived in this
way is relatively insensitive to the assumed neutrino oscilla-
tion parameters, although it does depend somewhat on the
assumed contributions of the CNO, pep , and pp neutrino
fluxes which we adopt from the standard solar model. The
constraint provided by the Chlorine experiment is not very
useful for determining the total 7Be neutrino flux.
One can obtain an independent measurement of the total
7Be solar neutrino flux by comparing data from the Kam-
LAND experiment with data from BOREXINO @40# solar
neutrino experiment. If both the KamLAND and the BOR-
EXINO detectors work as expected, then this method will be
more accurate than the methods involving the gallium and
chlorine radiochemical detectors.
E. Appendix: just for aficionados
The determination of the total solar neutrino fluxes, and
even more so the determination of the sterile components of
these neutrino fluxes, requires precision in both the experi-
mental measurements and the theoretical calculations and
analyses. We present a refined discussion of the theoretical
errors, and their correlations, for the absorption cross for the
gallium and Chlorine solar neutrino experiments in the Ap-
pendix.
F. Outline and suggested reading strategy
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we
describe the current experimental knowledge of the 8B solar
neutrino flux. Our results are summarized in Table I both for
the special case of oscillations between purely active neutri-
nos and for the general case of oscillations between electron
neutrinos and an active-sterile neutrino admixture. We limit
our analysis to the allowed LMA region of solar neutrino03580oscillations. We show in Sec. III how one can use the CC
measurements with SNO and KamLAND to determine an
accurate total 8B solar neutrino flux including experimental
and theoretical uncertainties and the possibility of an appre-
ciable active-sterile admixture. We switch to the 7Be flux in
Sec. IV and evaluate how well one can determine the total
7Be solar neutrino flux by also using the results of the gal-
lium ~GALLEX, SAGE, and GNO! solar neutrino experi-
ments or the chlorine experiment. In Sec. V, we investigate
how well the total 8B and 7Be neutrino fluxes can be deter-
mined using the combined measurements of KamLAND and
n-e scattering observed in the Super-Kamiokande ~Sec. V A!
and BOREXINO ~Sec. V B! detectors. We show that even in
the presence of active-sterile admixtures the total 7Be solar
neutrino flux may be measured with relatively high accuracy
by comparing results from the KamLAND and the BOR-
EXINO experiments. We describe and analyze in Sec. VI
three strategies for determining the total pp solar neutrino
flux in the absence of a dedicated experiment that measures
separately the pp neutrinos. We summarize and discuss our
principal conclusions in Sec. VII.
We urge the reader to turn first to Sec. VII and read the
summary and discussion of our main results and their impli-
cations. The rest of the paper can then be understood more
easily.
II. PRESENT KNOWLEDGE OF THE 8B NEUTRINO
FLUX
We generalize in this section the determination of the 8B
neutrino flux to the case in which ne oscillates into a state
that is a linear combination of active (na) and sterile (ns)
neutrino states
ne→cos h nx1sin h ns , ~5!
where h is the parameter that describes the active-sterile
admixture. This admixture arises naturally in the framework
of 4-n mixing @28#. The total 8B neutrino flux can be written
f~8B! total5f~ne!1f~nx!1f~ns!, ~6!
where f(ns)5tan2h3f(nx). Clearly, the larger the sterile
component, the larger the value of f(8B)total that is inferred
from the experimental data.
We have performed a global analysis of the solar neutrino
data treating the total 8B neutrino flux as a free parameter.
The details of the analysis procedure are the same as those
used in Ref. @22# except where we explicitly state otherwise.
We concentrate here on the LMA region 0.1,tan2u,10,
1025,Dm2/eV2,1023.
To take account of the possibility of oscillations into ster-
ile neutrinos, we determine the allowed regions in the param-
eter space defined by Dm2, tan2u , and a third parameter,
cos2h, that is defined by Eq. ~5!. It is convenient to introduce
the dimensionless parameter
f B5
f~8B! total
f~8B!SSM
, ~7!2-4
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dicted standard solar model flux. The allowed range of f B in
the three-dimensional space of neutrino parameters Dm2,
tan2u , and cos2h, is determined by the equation
x2~ f B!<xmin2 1Dx2~1,C.L.!. ~8!
Here Dx2(1,C.L.) is the change in x2 that corresponds to a
specified confidence limit ~C.L.! for one degree of freedom.
The computed values of x2 are minimized for each value of
f B with respect to Dm2, tan2u , and cos2h.
Table I shows the currently allowed range for f B for both
the more general case where a mixture of active and sterile
neutrinos is assumed and for the more conventional case in
which only active neutrinos are considered. For purely active
neutrinos, the 1s range is
f B ,active51.0760.08, ~9!
and for an arbitrary mixture of active and sterile neutrinos,
the 1s range is
f B ,active sterile51.0720.0810.18 . ~10!
The result shown earlier in Eq. ~4! for purely active neutrinos
is taken from Table I.
How does the possible existence of sterile neutrinos affect
the allowed range of 8B neutrino fluxes? We can calculate
the dependence of the allowed range of f B upon cos2h with
the aid of the inequality
x2~ f B ,cos2h!<xmin2 1Dx2~2,C.L.!. ~11!
Here Dx2(2,C.L.) is the change in x2 for a specified C.L.
that corresponds to two degrees of freedom ; the computed
values of x2 are minimized at each point with respect to
Dm2 and tan2u .
Figure 2 shows the range of f B as a function of the active-
FIG. 2. The dependence of the inferred 8B flux on the active-
sterile admixture. The figure shows, as a function of the active-
sterile admixture, i.e., cos2h, the allowed range of the 8B solar
neutrino flux at 1s , 2s , and 3s C.L. The star indicates the global
best fit point for all the currently available solar and reactor data;
the star lies at f B51.07 and h50.0 ~purely active neutrinos!.03580sterile admixture cos2h that is obtained from Eq. ~11! for the
1s , 2s , and 3s allowed regions. The allowed regions are
defined respect to the global minimum, which corresponds to
purely active oscillations with Dm255.031025 eV2, tan2u
50.42, and f B51.07.
Although pure sterile oscillations are forbidden at the 3 s
C.L. ~see Fig. 2!, a large sterile admixture in the solar oscil-
lations is still allowed. In fact, with the currently available
data, the largest allowed value at 3s of the sterile 8B neu-
trino flux corresponds to f B52.2 and cos2h50.3 ~for 2NDF).
For this extreme case, we find
f B ,sterile max51.1. ~12!
The quantity f B ,sterile max that appears in Eq. ~12! is de-
fined, analogous to f B in Eq. ~7!, by the relation f B ,sterile max
5f(8B)sterile max /f(8B)SSM . The maximum value of
f B ,sterile max is as large as the sum of the active 8B neutrino
fluxes ( f x1 f e51.1, where f e50.348, see Ref. @4#! for this
special case .4
What is the maximum allowed sterile contamination of
the 8B solar neutrino flux? Minimizing x2 for the global
solution with respect to Dm2, tan2u , and f B , we find that the
allowed range of cos2h satisfies
0.75~0.40!<cos2h<1.0 ~13!
at 1s ~or 3s).
III. HOW CAN WE DETERMINE THE TOTAL 8B
NEUTRINO FLUX USING CC REACTIONS?
In this section, we will show how one can determine the
allowed range of the total 8B neutrino flux using the results
of the KamLAND reactor neutrino experiment and the SNO
CC solar neutrino experiment. We shall also estimate the
accuracy with which one can determine the total 8B flux.
Since we consider here only CC reactions that result from
disappearance experiments, the only difference between the
role of active neutrinos nm and nt and sterile neutrinos nsterile
arises from matter effects in the Earth and in the Sun. Since
sterile neutrinos do not interact with matter, the effective
potential for the ne-ns evolution in matter is Ves5Ve2Vs
5VCC1VNC , since Vs50. The effective potential Ves is ap-
proximately half the potential for ne-na , Vea5Ve2Va
5VCC , where Va is the potential for the active neutrinos nm
and nt . ~The difference is exactly half for a medium with
equal number of neutrons, protons, and electrons because
Va5VNC52GFNn /A2;2VCC/2 with VCC5A2GFNe .)
We shall evaluate the expected dependence of the inferred
total 8B flux on the admixture of sterile neutrinos @see Eq.
~5!#.
In Sec. III A we present the formulas that are used to
determine the 8B flux with the aid of the KamLAND and
SNO CC experiments and in Sec. III B we illustrate the ef-
4For 2NDF , the maximum allowed value of f B is 2.2 at 3s , but is
1.7 for 1NDF , see Table I. We have given the maximum value for
1NDF in the abstract.2-5
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sterile admixture. We estimate in Sec. III C the precision
with which the 8B flux can be determined including all the
principal known sources of uncertainties.
The reader who is interested in how well we can deter-
mine the 8B flux, but does not need to know the details of
the procedure, can get the main results by glancing at Fig. 2
and Fig. 3 and Table II. In Sec. V A, we investigate how well
the total 8B flux can be determined using KamLAND in
combination with the n-e scattering experiment Super-
Kamiokande.
FIG. 3. Isocontours for the total 8B neutrino flux. The figure
compares isocontours for the 8B flux assuming purely active neu-
trino oscillations ~thicker lines! with the flux that would be inferred
for a 75% active-25% sterile admixture ~thinner lines!. The results
refer to a hypothetical comparison of measurements from the Kam-
LAND reactor experiment and the SNO CC experiment. We also
show ~dotted contour! the 3s allowed region obtained by a global
fit to all of the allowed solar and reactor data ~see Fig. 1!.
TABLE II. Values of f B and associated uncertainties obtainable
from the SNO CC and KamLAND experiments. The table presents
the best-fit values for f B ~the total 8B neutrino flux divided by the
predicted standard solar model 8B neutrino flux! and associated
uncertainties for a representative set of possible oscillation param-
eters. We have used d( f B)SNO,exp56.15% and d( f B)SNO,CS52%.
We consider active-sterile neutrino admixtures permitted by the cur-
rently allowed global oscillation solution @see Eq. ~12!#.
Dm¯ 2 tan2u¯ f B s(^Pee&SNO, KamLAND) Total
% %
5.031025 4.231021 1.09 26.917.4 28.118.4
5.031025 5.0131021 0.98 26.417.2 27.818.3
5.031025 2.5131021 1.51 28.518.5 28.919.1
7.9431025 4.231021 1.02 27.316.6 29.619.0
7.9431025 5.0131021 0.94 29.216.9 21119.2
7.9431025 2.5131021 1.30 27.917.1 21019.4
3.1631025 4.231021 1.01 25.314.3 28.217.5
3.1631025 5.0131021 0.98 25.216.1 28.018.7
3.1631025 2.5131021 1.57 28.116.9 21019.203580A. Relations that determine the total flux
Suppose KamLAND observes a signal that corresponds to
LMA n¯ e oscillations with parameters (Dm¯ 2,tanu¯ 2). We as-
sume the validity of the CPT theorem so that constraints on
antineutrino oscillation parameters obtained from the Kam-
LAND experiment apply to solar neutrino experiments. We
can then extract the 8B neutrino flux from the following
relation:
f B5
RSNO
CC,exp
RSNO
SSM 3
1
^Pee~Dm2,tan2u!&SNO
, ~14!
where
RSNO
SSM5E dEnfSSM~8B,En!se~En!52.87RSNOCC,exp ~15!
is the CC rate for the SNO experiment @4# that is predicted
@11,22# by the standard solar model in the absence of oscil-
lations and ^Pee(Dm2,tan2u)&SNO is the average survival
probability for electron-flavor neutrinos created in the Sun.
Also, En is the neutrino energy and se is the weighted aver-
age ne-d interaction cross-section, including the experimen-
tal energy resolution function Res(T , T8), where T(T8) is
the measured ~true! recoil kinetic energy of the electron.
Thus
se~En!5E
Tmin
Tmax
dTE
0
Tmax8(En)dT8Res~T ,T8!
dse~En ,T8!
dT8
.
~16!
The lower limit Tmin in the integral in Eq. ~16! is taken here
to be the threshold used by the SNO Collaboration in Ref.
@4# (Tmin55 MeV). The calculated value for the CC rate is
not sensitive to the assumed value of Tmax , as long as Tmax
>17 MeV.
The energy-averaged survival probability
^Pee(Dm2,tan2u)&SNO for ne at SNO can be computed using
the propagation parameters (Dm¯ 2,tan2u¯ ) observed at Kam-
LAND. Thus
^Pee~Dm2,tan2u!&SNO
5
E dEnfSSM~8B,En!se~En!Pee~En ,Dm¯ 2,tan2u¯ !
RSNO
SSM .
~17!
B. Illustrative dependence of total flux upon
active-sterile admixture
How much does a sterile neutrino admixture affect the
inferred total 8B neutrino flux? The dominant dependence on
the sterile admixture arises from matter effects within the
Sun for larger Dm2 and within the Earth for smaller Dm2 .
Figure 3 shows the isocontours of f B in the LMA region
for the pure active case ~thicker lines! and for the active-
sterile case cos2h50.75 ~thinner lines!. The isocontours are2-6
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dence on Earth matter effects can be avoided experimentally
by using only the daytime CC measurement, once sufficient
statistics are available. The robustness of the inferred 8B
solar neutrino flux can be tested by comparing the 8B flux
inferred using only daytime CC measurements with the flux
that is inferred when nighttime data ~with corrections for
Earth matter effects! are added to the daytime data.
In Fig. 3, we also show the 3s LMA contour ~the dotted
contour! obtained by the global analysis of the solar neutrino
data for the purely active case . Within the 3s LMA region,
the maximum difference between the value of f B inferred
allowing for possible sterile neutrinos and the value obtained
assuming only active neutrino oscillations is 10.9 and
23.5 %. The dependence upon the active-sterile mixture
could become negligible if the correct Dm2 lies in the lower
part of the LMA region and only daytime data is used from
the SNO CC measurements. We conclude from Fig. 3 that
existence of sterile neutrinos will not prevent an accurate
measurement of the total 8B neutrino flux.
C. How accurately can the total 8B flux be determined?
What is the overall precision expected in the determina-
tion of the total 8B flux? From Eq. ~14! we can derive the
anticipated precision as
S s~ f B!f B D
2
5S s~RSNOCC,exp!RSNOCC,exp D
2
1S s~RSNOSSM!RSNOSSM D
2
1S s~^Pee&SNO, KamLAND!^Pee&SNO, KamLAND D )2
[d~ f B!SNO,exp2 1d~ f B!SNO, cross section2
1d~ f B!SNO, KamLAND2 , ~18!
where the 1s errors are combined quadratically.
The current value of the first term in Eq. ~18!, the 1s
uncertainty ~statistical and systematic! of the measured CC
rate in SNO, is @1# d( f B)SNO,exp56.15%. This uncertainty
will undoubtedly decrease as the results of analyzing more
SNO CC data are reported.
The second term in Eq. ~18! represents the uncertainty in
the ne-2H absorption cross section. Much progress has been
made recently in evaluating this cross section, see, e.g., Refs.
@41,42#, which has led to an estimate ;1% for the cross
section uncertainties other than radiative corrections. No de-
finitive calculation has yet been made of the radiative correc-
tion for the CC reaction, but a reasonable estimate @41# is
that the cross sections given in Ref. @41# might be increased
by 2%. We adopt here a conservative uncertainty of
d( f B)SNO,c.s.52% ; the precise value chosen for d( f B)SNO,c.s.
is not very important at this stage since other uncertainties
are dominant. The hep neutrino flux contribution to D f B is
negligible for our purposes @4,5,11#.
A detailed simulation is required to estimate
s(^Pee&SNO, KamLAND), i.e., the uncertainty in the average
electron neutrino survival probability for 8B solar neutrinos03580observed in the SNO CC experiment as will be determined
by future KamLAND measurements. Here is how we esti-
mate this uncertainty. We generate the expected KamLAND
signal for a fine grid of points (Dm¯ 2,tan2u¯ ) that spans the
space of the allowed oscillation parameters determined from
solar neutrino experiments. For each grid point, we obtain
the allowed region by a x2 analysis. We use statistical errors
corresponding to three years of data taking at KamLAND,
observing antineutrinos from reactors working at a constant
78% of the maximal power. To be conservative, we also
assumed a neutrino energy threshold of 3.5 MeV, in order to
ensure that the effects of natural radioactivity would be
small. More details on the KamLAND experiment can be
found in Ref. @31#; details regarding the neutrino cross sec-
tions, statistical procedures, and reactor fluxes used in the
present paper are described in Refs. @38,39#.
In computing the inferred values of f B , we take account
of the fact that there could be a significant component of
sterile neutrinos in the incident 8B solar neutrino flux. We
therefore consider all active-sterile admixtures permitted by
the global oscillation solution shown in Fig. 1. The numeri-
cal constraint on the currently allowed admixture is given in
Eq. ~13!.
In principle, for each simulated point there are two al-
lowed KamLAND regions, one around Dm¯ 2 and tan2u¯ and
another around Dm¯ 2 and tan2(p/22u¯ ). We discuss here
only the range of parameters within the first octant for the
mixing angle since global solar neutrino solutions show
@6–8,20–22,32# that the first octant is preferred. For each
simulated KamLAND allowed region centered on a specific
(Dm¯ 2,tan2u¯ ), we compute s(^Pee&KamLAND). We repeated
this procedure for a grid of 81341 points in the range 0.1
,tan2u¯,10, 1025,Dm¯ 2,131023. The estimated uncer-
tainty in ^Pee&SNO, KamLAND varies with the grid point
(Dm¯ 2,tan2u¯ ).
Table II presents the best-fit value of f B , the uncertainty
in s(^Pee&SNO, KamLAND), and the total expected uncertainty
in inferring f B from the combined SNO CC and the Kam-
LAND neutrino reactor measurements for a representative
set of possible results for Dm¯ 2 and tan2u¯ . In all the cases
shown in Table II, we have used d( f B)SNO,exp56.15% and
d( f B)SNO,CS52% ~see previous discussion!. The uncertainty
contributed by the possibility that sterile neutrinos exist, i.e.,
h5 0, is rather modest; s(^Pee&SNO, KamLAND) is typically
reduced by ;1% from the value shown in Table II.
Figure 4 shows the 9 and 14 % contours for the maximum
percentage deviation from the best-fit f B value. To provide a
context, the figure also displays the 1s , 2s , and 3s allowed
LMA regions obtained by a global fit to the available solar
and reactor data. Within almost all of the current 1 s LMA
allowed region, the comparison of the KamLAND and the
SNO CC data will determine the total 8B flux with an un-
certainty that is less than 14%; the uncertainty can be less
than 10% over a significant fraction of the current 1s al-
lowed domain. About ;6% of the current estimated uncer-
tainty is due to the experimental error in the SNO CC mea-
surement, which hopefully will be reduced as more CC data
are accumulated.2-7
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average expected accuracy in the determination of f B . We
have computed this average with the aid of a Monte Carlo
sampling of the currently allowed solar neutrino oscillation
parameters shown in Fig. 1. The average positive and nega-
tive uncertainties are approximately equal ~see Table II!. We
find an average 1s uncertainty of
s~ f B!59.6%. ~19!
A very significant component of s( f B) comes from
s(^Pee&SNO, KamLAND). We find, averaged over the current
1s solar neutrino oscillation region
s~^Pee&SNO, KamLAND!57%. ~20!
The sterile neutrino contribution to the 8B neutrino flux
can be determined by subtracting the active neutrino flux
from the total neutrino flux. Thus,
f B ,sterile5
RSNO
CC,exp2RSNO
NC,exp^Pee~Dm2,tan2u!&SNO
RSNO
SSM^Pee~Dm2,tan2u!&SNO
. ~21!
Using, as described above, the 1s errors for the total and the
active fluxes of 9.7 and 8 % ~assumed for the SNO NC mea-
surement!, respectively, we estimate that the sterile compo-
nent of the 8B neutrino flux can be determined to a precision
of about 12.5%.
IV. HOW WELL CAN WE DETERMINE THE TOTAL 7Be
FLUX USING CC RADIOCHEMICAL EXPERIMENTS?
We show in this section how the total 7Be solar neutrino
flux can be determined, with the judicial aid of other neutrino
fluxes predicted by the standard solar model @11#, by com-
bining the results of the GALLEX @15#,GNO @16#, and
FIG. 4. Accuracy of determining the total 8B neutrino flux. The
figure displays 1s contours for the percentage accuracy in deter-
mining the 8B flux that can be obtained from the combined SNO
CC and KamLAND data. The uncertainties were calculated from
Eq. ~18! and the currently allowed regions for the neutrino oscilla-
tion parameters were obtained by a global fit to all of the allowed
solar and reactor data ~see Fig. 1!.03580SAGE @14# gallium solar neutrino experiments with the Ka-
mLAND and SNO CC measurements. We shall also explore
the extent to which the chlorine experiment @12,43# can pro-
vide independent information about the 7Be solar neutrino
flux.
We limit ourselves in this section to detectors that only
observe ne or n¯ e , specifically, we consider here only the
radiochemical gallium and chlorine experiments and the re-
actor antineutrino experiment KamLAND. This limitation
simplifies the calculations with respect to the role of the ster-
ile neutrinos. However, the radiochemical experiments suffer
from the disadvantage of a lack of energy discrimination,
which introduces uncertainties involving the roles of the pp ,
pep , and CNO neutrinos.
We begin by describing in Sec. IV A the general proce-
dure for determining the 7Be neutrino flux. We then evaluate
in Sec. IV B the principal sources of error, taking account of
experimental and theoretical uncertainties as well as the pos-
sibility of an appreciable sterile neutrino component in the
incident solar neutrino flux. We present in Sec. IV C the
numerical results for the uncertainties due to different factors
and evaluate the overall accuracy with which the total 7Be
flux can be determined.
Using data from either the gallium or the chlorine @12#
experiments, the same procedure can be applied for inferring
the 7Be neutrino flux. For simplicity, we describe the proce-
dure in Secs. IV A–IV C with reference to the more promis-
ing case provided by the gallium experiments. In Sec. IV D,
we investigate how accurately one can determine the 7Be
flux using data from the chlorine experiment instead of the
gallium experiment. In Sec. V B, we use the techniques de-
veloped in this section to explore the accuracy with which
KamLAND and BOREXINO can determine f Be .
A. Procedure for determining the total 7Be solar neutrino flux
Table III shows the neutrino fluxes and the event rates in
the gallium solar neutrino experiments that are predicted by
the standard solar model @11,22# . The table also shows the
event rate predicted by the best-fit LMA solution. From
Table III it is clear that one must make a strong assumption
about the pp neutrino flux in order to determine the 7Be
flux. One must also make assumptions regarding the best-
value and the uncertainties in the CNO and pep fluxes. This
situation is different than the purely empirical procedure de-
scribed in Sec. III for determining the 8B neutrino flux; the
8B solar neutrino flux can be determined independent of all
considerations regarding the standard solar model.
We assume throughout this section the correctness of the
calculated standard solar model @11# values for the neutrino
fluxes and their uncertainties, except for the 7Be and 8B
fluxes which we want to determine from solar neutrino
experiments.5
5The ultimate astronomical goal of solar neutrino experiments is
to determine all of the solar neutrino fluxes directly from experi-
ment, but there are too few experimental constraints to make this
possible at the present time.2-8
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dictions and their uncertainties for all but the 7Be and 8B
fluxes, then we can infer an interesting range for the total
solar 7Be neutrino flux if we use data from the gallium ex-
periments. The situation is less promising if we use data
from the chlorine experiment rather than the gallium experi-
ments.
Suppose that KamLAND observes a signal that corre-
sponds to n¯ e oscillations with parameters
(Dm¯ 2,tanu¯ 2)KamLAND , then the expected event rate in the
gallium experiments is a sum of the contributions from the
different neutrino fluxes, namely,
RGa5 f BRGa
8B,SSM
^Pee~Dm¯ 2,tan2u¯ !KamLAND&Ga
8B
1 f BeRGa
7Be,SSM
^Pee~Dm¯ 2,tan2u¯ !KamLAND&Ga
7Be
1(
i
f iRGa
f i ,SSM^Pee~Dm¯ 2,tan2u¯ !KamLAND&Ga
f i
.
~22!
In the last term in Eq. ~22!, we include the contributions
from hep , pep , CNO, and pp neutrinos. By analogy with
Eq. ~7!, we have defined the factors f i as the ratios between
the ‘‘true’’ solar neutrino fluxes and the fluxes predicted by
the standard solar model.
We can solve Eq. ~22! for the 7Be solar neutrino flux as
follows. We substitute into Eq. ~22! the value of f B deter-
mined, independent of the solar model, from the KamLAND
and SNO CC measurements, as discussed in the previous
section ~Sec. III!. We also assume as a first approximation
that all the solar neutrino fluxes but the 8B and 7Be fluxes
are equal to the values predicted by the SSM; we investigate
later the accuracy of this approximation. With these assump-
tions, we can then solve for f Be by equating RGa5RGaexp
572.464.7 SNU. Thus
TABLE III. Gallium neutrino capture rates and solar neutrino
fluxes. The table presents the predicted standard solar model @11#
neutrino fluxes and the calculated gallium neutrino capture rates,
with 1s uncertainties from all sources ~combined quadratically!.
The neutrino fluxes are the same as in the original BP00 model @11#.
The last column of the table presents the capture rate for gallium
predicted by the best fit LMA solution. The total rates were calcu-
lated using the neutrino absorption cross sections and their uncer-
tainties that are given in Ref. @44#.
Source Flux Ga ~SSM! Ga ~LMA!
(1010 cm22s21) ~SNU! ~SNU!
pp 5.953100(1.0020.0110.01) 69.7 40.4
pep 1.4031022(1.0020.01510.015) 2.8 1.51
hep 9.331027 0.1 0.023
7Be 4.7731021(1.0020.1010.10) 34.2 18.6
8B 5.0531024(1.0020.1610.20) 12.2 4.35
13N 5.4831022(1.0020.1710.21) 3.4 1.79
15O 4.8031022(1.0020.1910.25) 5.5 2.83
17F 5.6331024(1.0020.2510.25) 0.1 0.03
Total 12827
19 69.603580f Be5
1
R
Ga
7Be,SSM
^Pee~Dm¯ 2,tan2u¯ !KamLAND&Ga
7Be
3F RGaexp2(
i
RGa
f i ,SSM^Pee~Dm¯ 2,tan2u¯ !KamLAND&Ga
f i
2R
Ga
8B,SSM RSNO
CC,exp
RSNO
CC,SSM
^Pee~Dm¯ 2,tan2u¯ !KamLAND&Ga
8B
^Pee~Dm¯ 2,tan2u¯ !KamLAND&SNO
G .
~23!
Figure 5 shows that for the 7Be neutrino flux the uncer-
tainty due to the potential effect of sterile neutrinos is small.
The figure shows the isocontours of f Be in the LMA region
for the case of purely active case ~thicker lines! and for the
mixture of active and sterile neutrinos with cos2h50.75
~thinner lines!. Within the 1s (3s) parameter region, the
difference in the value of f B between the two oscillation
scenarios is less than 1% ~2%!.
B. Principal sources of uncertainty in determining the 7Be
total flux
The uncertainty in the inferred total 7Be solar neutrino
flux can be estimated from Eq. ~23!. Including just the largest
contributions, we can write the fractional uncertainty in the
total 7Be neutrino flux as
FIG. 5. Isocontours for the total 7Be flux. The figure compares
isocontours for the total 7Be flux assuming oscillations between ne
and purely active neutrinos ~thicker lines! or oscillations between
ne and a 75% active-25% sterile admixture ~thinner lines!. The
results were obtained by solving Eq. ~23! as described in the text.
The differences between the pure active contours and the 75–25 %
admixtures are less than 2% within the currently allowed 3s solu-
tion space, which is shown by the dotted line in the figure ~see Fig.
1!. The dotted curve represents the 3s allowed regions from the
analysis of the solar data.2-9
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2
5d~ f Be!Ga,exp2 1d~ f Be!Ga,crosssection2
1d~ f Be!KamLAND2 1d~ f Be!CNO2 1smaller terms,
~24!
where d( f Be)Ga,exp is the uncertainty from the experimental
error of the gallium rate, d( f Be)Ga, cross section is the theoretical
uncertainty from the calculated ne-Ga absorption cross sec-
tions @44#, d( f Be)KamLAND2 is the uncertainty arising from the
allowed range of neutrino parameters determined by Kam-
LAND and SNO @which affects all of the averaged survival
probabilities in Eq. ~23!#, and d( f Be)CNO2 is the uncertainty
due to the quoted errors in the standard solar model calcula-
tion of the CNO fluxes ~see Table III and Ref. @11#!. We have
omitted from Eq. ~24! a number of sources of error that
contribute only relatively small uncertainties. The omitted
sources of error @and their range of contributed uncertainties
for a representative set of oscillation parameters# include the
experimental error in the SNO CC measurements @(1.2
60.6)%# , the uncertainty in the theoretical absorption cross
section for the SNO CC experiment @(0.760.2)%# , and the
uncertainty in standard solar model calculation of the pp
neutrino flux @(0.460.1)%# .
We now discuss how we estimate the uncertainties in f Be .
Because they require special treatment, we first discuss the
uncertainty arising from the theoretical neutrino capture
cross sections for gallium and then discuss the uncertainty
resulting from the range of allowed neutrino parameters de-
termined by KamLAND.6 To evaluate the uncertainties aris-
ing from the gallium absorption cross sections for neutrino
sources with continuous energy distributions, we use Tables
2–4 of Ref. @44#; these tables give the best-estimate and the
63s limits for the theoretical cross sections. For the neu-
trino lines from 7Be and pep , we have checked that the
shape of the line @45# does not affect significantly the error
estimate. Therefore, we use for the 7Be and pep lines the
error estimates given in Eq. ~41! and Eq. ~42! of Ref. @44#.
We have adopted the conservative procedure described in
Sec. XII A 4 of Ref. @44#, in which the uncertainties in all of
the low energy (,2 MeV) cross sections are fully corre-
lated, while the uncertainties for the (8B) neutrinos above
2 MeV are treated separately. All of the cross sections for
low energy neutrinos move up or down together, reflecting
the fact that the dominant uncertainties for low energy neu-
trinos are common to all sources. For higher-energy neutri-
nos, a number of excited states dominate the calculated ab-
sorption cross section ~For a more explicit description of
how the cross section errors are treated, see the Appendix.!
To calculate the uncertainty associated with the range of
allowed neutrino parameters determined by KamLAND, we
first solve Eq. ~23! with the appropriate average survival
probabilities computed for each neutrino oscillation point
6The SNO CC results are used to select the first quadrant for u
~see Fig. 1!, but for brevity we refer to the range of neutrino pa-
rameters determined by KamLAND.035802(Dm¯ 2,tan2u¯ ) in the allowed region ~see Fig. 1!. We consider
active-sterile neutrino admixtures permitted by the currently
allowed global oscillation solution @see Eq. ~13!#. The solu-
tion of Eq. ~23! determines f Be(best fit) for that particular
point in oscillation parameter space. Then we construct a 1s
allowed region, a set of points (Dm2,tan2u), around the cho-
sen point using the simulated characteristics of the Kam-
LAND experiment ~see Sec. III C and Refs. @31,38,39#!. We
define d( f Be)KamLAND for the chosen (Dm¯ 2,tan2u¯ ) to be the
maximum ~or minimum! value of @ f Be(Dm2,tan2u)
2 f Be(best fit)#/ f Be(best fit). In practice, the inclusion of
sterile neutrinos only slightly affects the computed range of
d( f Be)KamLAND .
For all other quantities, we estimate the associated uncer-
tainty at a particular point (Dm¯ 2,tan2u¯ ) in the following
way. Given a source of uncertainty i ~for example, the mea-
sured capture rate for the gallium experiments! with 1s error
s i , we obtain d( f Be) i from the relation
d~ f Be! i5
f Be~ i6s i!2 f Be~ i !
f Be~ i ! . ~25!
Here we denote by f Be(i) the value of f Be obtained from Eq.
~23! when all the parameters are assigned their best-estimate
values. The quantity f Be(i6s i) is calculated from Eq. ~23!
using the best-estimate values of all variables except i; the
variable i is set equal to its best-fit value 6 the correspond-
ing 1s uncertainty. In calculating d( f Be)CNO2 , we shift the
three CNO neutrino fluxes by 61s simultaneously and in
the same direction, reflecting the correlation between the
CNO fluxes in the standard solar model.
The uncertainty d( f Be) i that is calculated from Eq. ~25!
will in general depend upon the assumed value for
(Dm¯ 2,tan2u¯ ) within the KamLAND allowed region. This de-
pendence persists even if s i is independent of (Dm¯ 2,tan2u¯ )
~which is true, e.g., for the measured gallium capture rate!. In
fact, the positive and negative values for d( f Be) i will gener-
ally not be equal.
C. The accuracy with which the total 7Be flux can
be determined
Table IV presents the calculated uncertainties and the
best-fit values of f Be for a representative set of possible neu-
trino oscillation parameters (Dm¯ 2,tan2u¯ ), that may be ob-
tained from the KamLAND measurements. The largest un-
certainty ;22% is due to the experimental error on the
measured gallium rate @14–16#. The two next largest uncer-
tainties, both ;12%, arise from the theoretical calculation of
the gallium absorption cross sections and the simulated er-
rors in the KamLAND measurements. The rather large un-
certainty due to the gallium cross sections requires explana-
tion since the uncertainties on the individual cross sections
are much smaller @44# @e.g., 2.3% for pp neutrinos and 5%
~average! for 7Be neutrinos#. The amplification in the error
due to the cross sections arises because all of the low energy
cross section errors are fully correlated. The gallium cross-10
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the best-fit values and associated uncertainties that are obtained by solving Eq. ~23! for a representative set of
oscillation parameters within the expected KamLAND and SNO allowed region ~see Fig. 1!.
Uncertainties d( f Be) i ~%!
Dm¯ 2 tan2u¯ f Be Ga, exp Ga, c.s. KamLAND CNO ~flux! Total
5.031025 4.231021 1.15 22 21519 21019 4.5 228125
5.031025 5.0131021 1.31 20 21319 2817 4.0 225122
5.031025 2.5131021 0.63 24 222115 217117 8.1 243142
7.9431025 4.231021 1.09 23 215110 213114 4.8 231128
7.9431025 5.0131021 1.25 20 21419 211113 4.2 227126
7.9431025 2.5131021 0.58 36 224116 222123 9.1 250147
3.1631025 4.231021 1.26 21 21419 2718 4.0 226125
3.1631025 5.0131021 1.40 19 21318 2616 3.6 224122
3.1631025 2.5131021 0.73 31 216113 215121 6.6 241141section errors are added linearly in calculating d f Be @see Eq.
~23!# rather than being combined quadratically.
We have also computed a representative ~average! error in
the determination of the total 7Be flux by a Monte Carlo
sampling of the allowed KamLAND oscillation region
shown in Fig. 1. We find
f Be5 f Be,best fit@1.0020.2910.27# . ~26!
Figure 6 shows the contours of the maximum percentage
deviation ~in absolute value! from the local best-fit value of
f Be . The figure shows that within the currently allowed 1s
solar neutrino oscillation region the expected uncertainty in
the determination of the 7Be flux is of the order of 25–35 %
@in agreement with Eq. ~26!#.
FIG. 6. Percentage error in determining the total 7Be flux. The
figure shows two contours ~in %! for the uncertainty in determining
the total 7Be flux. The uncertainties were calculated as described in
Sec. IV A and Sec. IV B, using a combined analysis of SNO CC
and gallium data together with simulated KamLAND data. The
curves labeled 1s , 2s , and 3s represent allowed regions from a
global analysis of the available solar and reactor data ~see Fig. 1!.035802D. Can one use the chlorine experiment to determine the 7Be
solar neutrino flux?
We can derive an expression for f Be in terms of the mea-
sured event rate in the chlorine @12,43# solar experiment.
Replacing ‘‘gallium’’ by ‘‘chlorine’’ everywhere in Secs.
IV A–IV C, we find
f Be5
1
R
Cl
7Be,SSM
^Pee~Dm¯ 2,tan2u¯ !KamLAND&Cl
7Be
3F RClexp2(
i
RCl
f i ,SSM^Pee~Dm¯ 2,tan2u¯ !KamLAND&Cl
f i
2R
Cl
8B,SSM RSNO
CC,exp
RSNO
CC,SSM
^Pee~Dm¯ 2,tan2u¯ !KamLAND&Cl
8B
^Pee~Dm¯ 2,tan2u¯ !KamLAND&SNO
G ,
~27!
where RCl
exp52.5660.23 SNU @12#. Equation ~27! is the ana-
log for the chlorine experiment of the previously derived Eq.
~23! that was used in the discussion of extracting f Be for the
gallium experiments.
Table V lists the best-fit values of f Be that were obtained
by solving Eq. ~27! for different pairs of oscillation param-
eters (Dm¯ 2,tan2u¯ ). The best-fit values of f Be obtained from
the the chlorine experiment are smaller than the best-fit val-
ues inferred using the gallium data ~see Tables IV and V!.
Using the chlorine data, one can even get negative ~i.e., un-
physical! solutions for f Be .
The basic reason for the difficulty in determining f Be is
that the large expected rate from the 8B neutrino flux, even
after reduction due to neutrino oscillations, can account for
all the observed rate in the chlorine experiment @46#. The
contribution from the 7Be neutrinos is obtained by subtract-
ing the large and somewhat uncertain expected contribution
from 8B neutrinos ~and the contributions from CNO and
pep neutrinos that are expected to be much less important!-11
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similar to Table IV except that for Table V data from the chlorine experiment were used instead of data from
the gallium experiment. Because the inferred values of f Be are small and very uncertain using data from the
chlorine experiment, Table V presents uncertainties as the numerical shift in the best-fit values ~not as
percentage uncertainties, which are given in Table IV!.
Uncertainties D( f Be) i
Dm¯ 2 tan2u¯ f Be Cl, exp Cl, c.s. SNO, exp SNO, c.s. CNO,flux Total
5.031025 4.231021 0.17 0.37 0.25 0.26 0.07 0.08 0.50
5.031025 5.0131021 0.20 0.38 0.29 0.21 0.07 0.08 0.53
5.031025 2.5131021 0.07 0.32 0.10 0.18 0.06 0.08 0.39
7.9431025 4.231021 0.12 0.36 0.17 0.20 0.07 0.08 0.46
7.9431025 5.0131021 0.16 0.38 0.22 0.21 0.07 0.08 0.49
7.9431025 2.5131021 20.10 0.31 0.10 0.17 0.06 0.08 0.37
3.1631025 4.231021 0.25 0.39 0.34 0.21 0.07 0.07 0.57
3.1631025 5.0131021 0.26 0.40 0.37 0.22 0.07 0.07 0.60
3.1631025 2.5131021 0.16 0.36 0.25 0.18 0.06 0.07 0.46from the total measure chlorine rate. The result is a rather
small and uncertain remainder, which can be attributed to
7Be neutrinos.
Table V also presents the most important sources of un-
certainty for inferring the value of f Be using the chlorine,
rather than the gallium, data. Since the inferred best-fit val-
ues for f Be that are obtained using the chlorine data are very
small ~or even negative!, we show in Table V the associated
shifts in the prediction of f Be . For the much more reliable
inferences from gallium data, we show instead in Table IV
the percentage shifts, not the actual numerical shifts.
The largest uncertainties in determining f Be using the
chlorine data are caused by the experimental errors in the
chlorine absorption rate (;0.35) and the SNO CC absorp-
tion rate (;0.25). The uncertainty in the chlorine neutrino
absorption cross sections are also significant ~0.03 to 0.35,
depending upon the neutrino oscillation parameters!. To be
explicit, the uncertainties in f Be due to the theoretical uncer-
tainties in calculating the chlorine neutrino absorption cross
sections that were used in constructing Table V were evalu-
ated from the following equation:
D~ f Be!Cl,c.s.2 5F (j5pep ,7Be,CNO @ f Be~c.s.j61sc.s. j!#2 f Be~ i !G
2
1F (j58B,hep @ f Be~c.s.j61sc.s.j!2 f Be~ i !#G
2
.
~28!
~See the Appendix for more details regarding the treatment
of the cross section errors.! Even the CNO fluxes (;0.08)
and the SNO CC absorption cross section (;0.10) contrib-
ute non-negligible errors. The uncertainty from sterile neu-
trinos is small (;0.04) and does not significantly affect the
total uncertainty. Remarkably, the individual uncertainties in
f Be which arise from several different sources are larger than
the current best-fit values of f Be ~see Table V!.035802For the chlorine based determination, we have computed
a representative ~average! shift in f Be by a Monte Carlo sam-
pling of the allowed KamLAND oscillation region shown in
Fig. 1. We find
D f Be50.49,1s . ~29!
This uncertainty is so large as to render not very useful the
determination of f Be with the aid of chlorine data.
V. HOW WELL CAN KamLAND PLUS n-e SCATTERING
EXPERIMENTS DETERMINE THE TOTAL 8B
AND 7Be FLUXES?
In this section, we show how data from KamLAND can
be combined with n-e scattering data obtained with the
Super-Kamiokande and BOREXINO experiments in order to
determine, respectively, the total 8B ~Sec. V A! and 7Be
~Sec. V B! solar neutrino fluxes. As discussed before, the
advantage of using purely CC measurements to determine
the fluxes is that the answers depend only mildly on the
active-sterile admixture. On the other hand, n-e scattering
measurements have the advantage of smaller uncertainties in
the interaction cross sections. Moreover, for the determina-
tion of the 7Be flux, BOREXINO depends less strongly on
other neutrino fluxes predicted by the standard solar model
than do the radiochemical experiments chlorine, GALLEX,
SAGE, and GNO.
A. How well can KamLAND and Super-Kamiokande
determine the total 8B flux?
In this section, we show how data from the Super-
Kamiokande and KamLAND experiments can be combined
to measure the total 8B neutrino flux. We shall see that the
determination using Super-Kamiokande and KamLAND
yields, on average, a value for the total flux than is compa-
rable in precision to what is expected to be obtained using
SNO and KamLAND. The systematic uncertainties are dif--12
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Therefore, it will be important to compare the total 8B neu-
trino flux that is inferred using Super-Kamiokande and Ka-
mLAND with the value that is obtained using SNO and Ka-
mLAND. If the uncertainties are correctly estimated, then the
two methods should agree within their quoted errors.
The advantage of using purely charged current measure-
ments with SNO and KamLAND to determine the total 8B
flux is that the answer depends only very slightly upon the
unknown active-sterile mixture ~as discussed in Sec. III!. The
principal advantages of the Super-Kamiokande experiment in
the present context is that the neutrino interaction cross sec-
tion is accurately known @47# and the statistical and system-
atic errors have already been extensively investigated @5#.
However, as we shall see below, when using Super-
Kamiokande there is a significant uncertainty ~17 and
20 %! in the total 8B flux due to the active-sterile mixture,
at least with our present knowledge of h .
The average survival probability for 8B solar neutrinos
can be written in the form
^P~Dm¯ 2,tan2u¯ ,h!KamLAND&Super-Kamiokande
5^Pee~Dm¯ 2,tan2u¯ ,h!KamLAND&Super-Kamiokande
1^rPex~Dm¯ 2,tan2u¯ ,h!KamLAND&Super-Kamiokande ,
~30!
where P is the probability of oscillating into active neutrinos
and r[sm /se.0.15 is the ratio of the the ne-e and nm-e
elastic scattering cross sections. The expected sensitivity of
f B to the principal sources of errors can be calculated from
the following equation:
S s~ f B!f B D
2
5S s~RSuper-Kamiokandeexp !RSuper-Kamiokandeexp D
2
1S s~^P&Super-Kamiokande,KamLAND!~^P&Super-Kamiokande,KamLAND! D
2
. ~31!
We suppose that KamLAND will observe ~with associated
uncertainties that we simulate with a Monte Carlo! the rate
predicted for the global best-fit point shown in Fig. 1. For
purely active oscillations, we find that
f active B51.07@1 20.02810.037 20.04610.040 #51@160.054# , cos2h51.0,
~32!
where the first error corresponds to the Super-Kamiokande
experimental uncertainty and the second error is caused by
the finite size of the allowed KamLAND region in oscillation
parameter space. The combined KamLAND and Super-
Kamiokande measurement will, for purely active neutrinos,
yield a determination for the total 8B flux that is more accu-
rate than can be obtained with the SNO CC measurement
and KamLAND. Within the 1 s LMA region, the average
uncertainty in the combined KamLAND and Super-
Kamiokande measurement for the total active 8B neutrino
flux is expected to be035802s~ f active B!50.06. ~33!
For purely active neutrinos, Super-Kamiokande and Kam-
LAND may provide us with a more accurate determination
of the total 8B neutrino flux than SNO CC and KamLAND
@see Eqs. ~19! and ~33!#.
Allowing for the currently allowed 1s ~25%! sterile ad-
mixture, we find for the best fit point
f total B51.07@1 20.02810.037 20.04610.040 20.0010.07 # , cos2h>0.75. ~34!
The last error in Eq. ~34! corresponds to the present 1s
uncertainty from the active-sterile admixture cos2h>0.75.
The average uncertainty in the combined KamLAND and
Super-Kamiokande measurement for f total B is expected to be
26
19%, within the 1s LMA region and if the sterile admixture
is as large as currently allowed.
B. How well can KamLAND and BOREXINO determine
the total 7Be flux?
In this section, we show how data from the KamLAND
and BOREXINO experiments can be combined to measure
the total 7Be neutrino flux. The principal advantage of using
the BOREXINO experiment for this purpose is that the sig-
nal in the BOREXINO experiment @40# is predicted to be
dominated by 7Be neutrinos, whereas 7Be solar neutrinos
are expected to contribute only a relatively small ~and unla-
beled! fraction to the observed event rate in the gallium and
chlorine radiochemical measurements ~see Table III!.7
However, unlike the cases involving the gallium and chlo-
rine experiments that were discussed in Sec. IV, which in-
clude only ne ~CC! absorption, the BOREXINO experiment
detects both ne-e scattering and nm-e and nt-e scattering.
One must consider in the present case the extent to which the
active-sterile neutrino admixture influences the detected
event rate for each set of oscillation parameters
(Dm¯ 2,tanu¯ 2)KLAND determined by KamLAND. As we shall
see quantitatively in the following discussion, this uncer-
tainty regarding the sterile admixture does not decrease sig-
nificantly the overall accuracy of the inferred total 7Be neu-
trino flux.
The average survival probability for active neutrinos can
be written conveniently in the form
^P~Dm¯ 2,tan2u¯ ,h!KamLAND&BOREXINO
f i
5^Pee~Dm¯ 2,tan2u¯ ,h!KamLAND&BOREXINO
f i
1^rPex~Dm¯ 2,tan2u¯ ,h!KamLAND&BOREXINO
f i
, ~35!
where Pf i is the oscillation probability of neutrino fluxes of
source f i into active neutrinos and r[sm /se.0.15 is the
ratio of the the ne-e and nm-e elastic scattering cross sec-
tions.
7The BOREXINO detector can measure the energy of the recoil
electrons produced by n-e scattering. The radiochemical detectors
do not have energy resolution, only an energy threshold.-13
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which the KamLAND and BOREXINO experiments are
considered together as for the previously discussed cases in-
volving the gallium experiments @see Eq. ~23!# and the chlo-
rine experiment @see Eq. ~27!#. Using the average survival
probability defined in Eq. ~35!, we can write
f Be5
1
R
BOREXINO
7Be,SSM
^~PDm¯ 2,tan2u¯ ,h!KamLAND&BOREXINO
7Be
3FRBOREXINOexp 2(
i
RBOREXINO
f i ,SSM
3^P~Dm¯ 2,tan2u¯ ,h!KamLAND&BOREXINO
f i G . ~36!
In the last term of Eq. ~36!, we include the contributions
from pp , and CNO neutrinos. The contribution from 8B neu-
trinos is negligible because the observed 8B neutrino flux is
about a factor of 103 smaller than the predicted SSM 7Be
neutrino flux and because 8B neutrinos primarily produce
high energy recoils electrons that the BOREXINO detector
can distinguish from the low energy recoil electrons pro-
duced by 7Be neutrinos.
The expected sensitivity of f Be to different sources of er-
rors is given by
S s~ f Be!f Be D
2
5d~ f Be!BOREXINO,exp2 1d~ f Be!KamLAND2
1d~ f Be!CNO2 1smaller terms. ~37!
In order to estimate the accuracy of this method for de-
termining f Be , we suppose that KamLAND will observe
~with associated uncertainties that we simulate with a Monte
Carlo! the rate predicted for the global best-fit point8 shown
in Fig. 1 and that BOREXINO also will observe a signal
corresponding to this best-fit point ~with associated uncer-
tainties!. In the absence of any published data, we estimate—
based upon experience in previous solar neutrino experi-
ments @4,5,12,14–16#—that BOREXINO will achieve a
systematic uncertainty of between 5 and 10 % . We estimate
in this way that the combined experiments will yield a deter-
mination of f Be that is, for purely active oscillations,
f active Be51.00@160.05~0.1!60.02060.020#
51@160.057~60.103!# , cos2h51.0, ~38!
where the first error corresponds to the BOREXINO experi-
mental uncertainty, the second to the uncertainty in the re-
constructed KamLAND region, and the last error is due to
the theoretical uncertainty in the predicted CNO fluxes.
Within the 1 s LMA region, the average uncertainty in the
8The predicted rate in units of the expected SSM rate is
RBOREXINO
exp 50.64, see Ref. @36#.035802combined KamLAND and BOREXINO measurement for the
total active 7Be neutrino flux is expected to be
s~ f active Be!50.06~0.105!. ~39!
If we allow for a 25% sterile admixture, we find
f total Be51.00@160.05~0.1!60.0260.02020.0010.05# . ~40!
The last error in Eq. ~40! corresponds to the present 1s
uncertainty from the active-sterile admixture cos2h>0.75.
The numbers in parentheses in Eq. ~38! and Eq. ~40! corre-
spond to assuming the larger systematic uncertainty, 610%,
for the BOREXINO measured rate.
For f total Be , the average uncertainty in the combined Ka-
mLAND and BOREXINO measurement is expected to be
26
18(210111)%, within the 1 s LMA region and if the sterile
admixture is as large as currently allowed.
VI. DETERMINATION OF THE pp NEUTRINO FLUX
In this section, we analyze three strategies for determining
the total pp solar neutrino flux without requiring a dedicated
experiment that measures only the pp neutrinos. We first
describe in Sec. VI A how one can make a crude determina-
tion of the pp neutrino flux using the measured Gallium,
chlorine, and SNO ~CC! event rates @3,12,15,16# and the
standard solar model predictions for all but the 8B, 7Be, and
pp solar neutrino fluxes. This part of the discussion is similar
to the analysis described in Ref. @3#, although we evaluate
explicitly the uncertainty caused by the finite size of the
allowed region in oscillation parameter space. We then de-
termine in Sec. VI B how well one can infer the pp flux
using just the gallium and the SNO measurements and the
BP00 predictions for the other neutrino fluxes, especially the
7Be neutrino flux. The unknown sterile-active mixture con-
tributes only a negligible error using the strategies described
in Secs. VI A and VI B. Next, we show in Sec. VI C how the
precision of the determination of the pp flux can be im-
proved by using, in the future, the results from KamLAND
~to constrain the neutrino oscillation parameters! and from
BOREXINO ~to constrain the 7Be neutrino flux!. The prin-
ciple of this strategy has also been discussed by the SAGE
Collaboration @3#.
The theoretical error on the pp neutrino flux is 61% ~see
Ref. @11#!, which is an order of magnitude smaller than the
estimated errors that we find in this section on the empiri-
cally derived values of f pp . To achieve a precision of 10%
or better in the determination of the solar neutrino pp flux
will require a dedicated and accurate experiment devoted to
measuring the pp flux.
Throughout this section, we treat the pp flux and the pep
flux as a single variable because they are so closely linked
physically @48#. The two reactions are linked because the
pep reaction is obtained from the pp reaction by exchanging
a positron in the final state with an electron in the initial
state. Thus the rates for the two reactions are proportional to
each other to high accuracy @49#. For convenience, we de-
note the sum of the pp and pep fluxes as simply pp .-14
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predictions
In this subsection, we show how data from the chlorine,
gallium, and SNO experiments can be combined with the
BP00 predictions for the CNO and hep fluxes to determine
the total pp neutrino flux. The reduced pp solar neutrino
flux, f pp defined ~by analogy with f B) with respect to the
predicted standard solar model sum of the pp and pep
fluxes, can be written as
f pp5
1
RGa
pp ,SSM^Pee~Dm2,tan2u!&Ga
pp
3F RGaexp2(i f iRGaf i ,SSM^Pee~Dm2,tan2u!&Gaf i
2 f BeRGa
7Be,SSM
^Pee~Dm2,tan2u!&Ga
7Be
2R
Ga
8B,SSMRSNO
CC,exp
RSNO
CC,SSM
^Pee~Dm2,tan2u!&Ga
8B
^Pee~Dm2,tan2u!&SNO
8B G . ~41!
Here the sum over i in Eq. ~41! refers to the three CNO
neutrino sources and the hep neutrinos ~see Table III!.
We insert in Eq. ~41! the expression for f Be in terms of the
Chlorine and SNO rates and the standard solar model CNO
and hep neutrino fluxes. Explicitly,
f Be5
1
R
Cl
7Be,SSM
^Pee~Dm2,tan2u!&Cl
7Be
3F RClexp2(
i
f iRCl
f i ,SSM^Pee~Dm2,tan2u!&Cl
f i
2R
Cl
8B,SSMRSNO
CC,exp
RSNO
CC,SSM
^Pee~Dm2,tan2u!&Cl
8B
^Pee~Dm2,tan2u!&SNO
G . ~42!
For the special case of the best fit point in the LMA so-
lution region, we find
f pp51.41~160.08 20.0510.03 20.00710.009 60.06 20.1910.06 20.1110.04 !. ~43!
The first error in Eq. ~43!, (60.08), results from the
weighted average experimental error for the Gallium experi-
ment @3,15,16#. The second error (20.0510.03) reflects the uncer-
tainties in the calculated neutrino absorption cross sections
on gallium @44#. The third error (20.00710.009) is caused by the
uncertainties in the calculated standard solar model CNO
fluxes @11#. The fourth error (60.06) derives from the mea-
surement errors in the SNO CC experimental data @1# and
neutrino absorption cross section @41#. The fifth error (20.1910.06)
results from the experimental error for the chlorine event rate
@12# and the sixth error (20.1110.04) reflects the uncertainties in035802the calculated neutrino absorption cross sections for chlorine
@48,50#. The physical constraint f Be>0 was imposed in ob-
taining these errors.
Within the 1s LMA allowed region, we find that the cen-
tral value of f pp can vary in the range 1.32, f pp,1.50 and
the best-fit value can be determined with an average uncer-
tainty of 224
113%. The range of central values of f pp always
exceeds the BP00 value because the observed chlorine rate
implies a low value of f 7Be. Since the largest contributions to
the gallium rate are from pp neutrino and 7Be neutrinos, a
low 7Be flux implies a relatively high pp flux.
We can summarize the results of the simulations carried
out within the 1s allowed LMA region for the pp flux as
follows:
f pp51.41~160.06 20.2410.13!51.41~120.2510.14!. ~44!
The first error in Eq. ~44! results from the allowed range of
neutrino oscillation parameters and the second error results
from the uncertainties in all other recognized sources of er-
rors, combined quadratically. The result given in Eq. ~44!
should be compared with the quoted estimate by the SAGE
Collaboration @3#, f pp51.29(160.23). This agreement is
very welcome since the SAGE paper points out that they
made ‘‘Several approximations . . . whose nature cannot be
easily quantified.’’
B. Using gallium and SNO data and BP00 predictions
In this subsection, we determine the range of allowed val-
ues for f pp using the BP00 predictions ~and uncertainties! for
the 7Be neutrinos as well as the CNO and hep neutrinos. We
use in this subsection data only from the gallium and SNO
solar neutrino experiments.
Following the same line of reasoning as in section VI A,
we find for the best fit point in the LMA allowed oscillation
region
f pp51.05~160.11 20.0810.05 20.0310.02 60.007 20.0210.04!. ~45!
Just as in Eq. ~43!, the first error in Eq. ~45!, (60.11), is the
experimental error from the weighted average event rate in
the gallium experiments, the second error (20.0810.05) is due to
the neutrino absorption cross section on gallium, the third
error (20.0310.02) is due to the uncertainties in the BP00 predic-
tions of the CNO neutrino fluxes, the fourth error ~60.007!
contains the uncertainty in the SNO CC experimental rate
and the calculated absorption cross sections on deuterium.
The uncertainty in the BP00 prediction for the 7Be neutrino
flux contributes the last error (20.0210.04) in Eq. ~45!.
Within the 1s allowed LMA region, we find the central
value of f pp varies in the range 0.93, f pp,1.16; the best-fit
value of f pp can be determined with an average uncertainty
of 614%. We can summarize the determination of f pp as
follows:
f pp51.05~120.1110.10560.14!51.05~160.18!, ~46!-15
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oscillation parameters and the second error contains the un-
certainties from all other sources.
C. Using BOREXINO, KamLAND, Gallium, and SNO data
and BP00 predictions
In this subsection, we show how the uncertainty in f pp
could be improved by using the KamLAND data to deter-
mine the neutrino oscillation parameters and the BOR-
EXINO data, together with the KamLAND oscillation pa-
rameters, to constrain f 7Be. We start with Eq. ~41! but now
use f Be as determined from BOREXINO and KamLAND
data @Eq. ~36!#.
We find that for the best-fit LMA solution ~assuming that
BOREXINO finds the rate expected for this best fit point!
f pp51.05@160.11 20.0810.05 20.0210.01 60.00760.05
60.02~0.04! 20.02
10.00# . ~47!
The first error shown in Eq. ~47! (60.11) is the experimental
error on the measured gallium event rate, the second error
(20.0810.05) represents the uncertainties from the calculated gal-
lium cross sections. The third error (20.0210.01) is from the pre-
dicted CNO fluxes, and the fourth error (60.007) contains
the uncertainties from the SNO experimental data and calcu-
lated deuterium absorption cross sections. The range of os-
cillation parameters within the KamLAND reconstructed re-
gion gives the fifth error (60.05) and the sixth error
(60.02@60.04#) results from the uncertainty in the mea-
sured BOREXINO event rate @which we take to be 5%
~10%!#. The unknown active-sterile admixture ~which goes
in the direction of lowering f pp) contributes the last error
shown in Eq. ~47!.
On average, the the precision expected using the Gallium,
KamLAND, and SNO experiments is
f pp51.05@1.010.14~0.15!# . ~48!
The dominant sources of error in Eq. ~48! are the experimen-
tal error in the gallium rate and the uncertainties in the cal-
culated gallium absorption cross section.
VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this section, we review and discuss our principal con-
clusions. We begin in Sec. VII A by summarizing the experi-
mentallyallowed range that currently exists for the total 8B
solar neutrino flux, taking account of the possibility that ster-
ile neutrinos exist. We then summarize in Sec. VII B how
well the total 8B neutrino flux, and separately the sterile 8B
neutrino flux, can be obtained by combining KamLAND and
SNO measurements. Next we describe in Sec. VII C how
well the total 7Be flux can be determined using data from the
KamLAND, gallium ~GALLEX, SAGE, and GNO!, and
SNO experiments, i.e., using only CC disappearance experi-
ments. In this same subsection, we summarize the measure-
ment accuracy that can be obtained using data from just the
KamLAND and the BOREXINO (n-e scattering! experi-035802ments. We describe three strategies ~making use of existing
and future solar neutrino measurements and guidance from
the BP00 solar model! for determining the pp solar neutrino
flux without the help of an experiment that measures sepa-
rately the pp neutrinos. We point out in Sec. VII E ~and in
the Appendix! that in order to determine the total 8B or 7Be
neutrino flux, and a fortiori to determine the sterile contribu-
tions to these fluxes, the correlations among theoretical er-
rors for neutrino absorption cross sections and for solar neu-
trino fluxes must be treated more accurately than in previous
discussions. Section VII F summarizes the main focus of the
present paper.
We concentrate on procedures to determine experimen-
tally the total solar 8B neutrino flux and the total solar 7Be
neutrino flux in a universe in which sterile neutrinos might
exist. Our methods can work only if the LMA solution of the
solar neutrino problem is correct.
The numerical values given here for the precision with
which different quantities can be determined are obtained
using simulations of how well different experiments may
perform. Therefore, the numerical values are intended only
as illustrative guides to what may be possible.
A. The currently allowed 8B solar neutrino flux if sterile
neutrinos exist
The combined SNO CC data and the Super-Kamiokande
ne-e scattering data together yield a widely acclaimed agree-
ment between the 8B solar neutrino flux that is predicted by
the standard solar model and the empirically inferred 8B
neutrino flux. However, this agreement between solar model
prediction and solar neutrino measurement is not a unique
interpretation of the existing measurements if one allows for
the possibility that the incident solar neutrino flux could con-
tain a significant component of sterile neutrinos. We show in
Table I and in Sec. II that if one takes account of the possi-
bility that sterile neutrinos may exist then the total solar 8B
neutrino flux could be as large as 2.3 times the flux predicted
by the standard solar model. In principle, the existing solar
neutrino data could be inconsistent with the standard solar
model predictions.
B. Determining the total 8B solar neutrino flux including
sterile neutrinos
The total 8B solar neutrino flux, active plus sterile neutri-
nos, can be determined with a typical 1s accuracy of about
10% by comparing the charged current measurements from
the KamLAND reactor experiment and the SNO experiments
~see Sec. III!. The active 8B neutrino flux has been measured
by comparing the SNO CC flux ~which measures ne) with
the Super-Kamiokande neutrino-electron scattering rate
~which measures ne plus, with less sensitivity, nm1nt). The
SNO neutral current measurement will provide an additional
and, ultimately, more accurate measurement of the total ac-
tive 8B solar neutrino flux.
By subtracting the independently measured active 8B
neutrino flux from the total ~active plus sterile! 8B neutrino
flux, one can determine empirically the sterile component of
the solar neutrino flux. The active 8B neutrino flux will even--16
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measurement @4,51#. We estimate therefore that the proce-
dure described here has the potential of measuring, or setting
an upper limit on, the sterile component of the 8B neutrino
flux that is as small as 12% of the total 8B solar neutrino
flux.
The measurement of the total 8B neutrino flux, and the
sterile component of this flux, are independent of solar
model considerations. In order to establish the quantitative
conclusions, we have performed detailed simulations of the
accuracy of the KamLAND reactor experiment in determin-
ing neutrino oscillation parameters ~see Fig. 1! and have
evaluated the theoretical and experimental uncertainties that
affect the different flux determinations ~see Sec. III C and the
Appendix!.
The combined measurements of the Super-Kamiokande
and KamLAND experiments can be used to determine inde-
pendently a value for the total 8B neutrino flux. This deter-
mination may be as accurate as 6% for purely active neutri-
nos. With the current limits on the active-sterile admixture,
the total 8B neutrino flux could be inferred to an accuracy of
9% or better, as described in Sec. V A. It will be important
to compare the value of the total 8B neutrino flux inferred by
combining the KamLAND and SNO charged current mea-
surements with the value obtained using the KamLAND and
Super-Kamiokande experiments. This comparison will be an
important test of whether the systematic uncertainties in the
experiment and in the analyses are understood.
C. Determining the total 7Be solar neutrino flux including
sterile neutrinos
The total 7Be solar neutrino flux, active plus sterile neu-
trinos, can be determined to a 1s accuracy of about 30% by
combining measurements from KamLAND, SNO, and the
gallium experiments ~see Sec. IV!. Unlike the purely empiri-
cal determination that is possible for the 8B flux, the mea-
surement of the total 7Be solar neutrino flux requires some
assumption regarding the CNO solar neutrino fluxes. In our
estimates, we have assumed that the standard solar model
predictions for the CNO fluxes, and their uncertainties, are at
least approximately valid. Table IV shows that as long as the
CNO fluxes are not a factor of 3 or more larger than the
standard solar model predictions, then they will not signifi-
cantly limit the accuracy with which the total 7Be neutrino
flux can be determined. The measured capture rate in the
gallium experiments ~GALLEX, SAGE, and GNO! currently
constitutes the largest recognized uncertainty in the determi-
nation of the total 7Be flux by the method described here
~see Table IV!. The constraints provided by the chlorine ex-
periment are not very useful in providing an accurate deter-
mination of the 7Be neutrino flux @see Table V and Eq. ~29!#.
One can also determine the allowed range of the total 7Be
solar neutrino flux using the data from the KamLAND reac-
tor experiment and the BOREXINO solar neutrino experi-
ment. We show in Sec. V B that with this method one may
hope to obtain a 1s accuracy of 11% or better for the total
7Be solar neutrino flux, which is more accurate than we035802estimate will be possible with the gallium and chlorine ra-
diochemical experiments.
One can determine an upper limit to the sterile component
of the 7Be solar neutrino flux by combining the measured
rate in the neutrino-electron scattering experiment BOR-
EXINO with the 7Be total flux inferred from measurements
of the KamLAND, SNO, and gallium experiments. If one
assumes that the entire signal measured in BOREXINO is
due to ne , then one obtains a minimum value for the active
component of the 7Be neutrino flux. Subtracting this mini-
mum value from the total 7Be flux, one will obtain an upper
limit to the sterile component of the flux. It seems unlikely
that the procedure described here has the sensitivity to mea-
sure a value for the sterile component unless the sterile flux
is larger than 30% of the total 7Be neutrino flux. However,
limits on the sterile neutrino admixture can be obtained from
the analysis of 8B and KamLAND neutrino measurements
described in Sec. VII B.
In order to make a direct and precise measurement of the
sterile component of the 7Be solar neutrino flux, we need a
charged current measurement of the 7Be flux. A 7Be solar
neutrino absorption experiment, e.g., with a lithium target
@52# or with LENS @53#, would make possible an accurate
determination of the sterile 7Be neutrino flux by providing a
set of experimental constraints that is analogous to what will
exist for the SNO, Super-Kamiokande, and KamLAND ex-
periments.
D. Determining the pp neutrino flux
The theoretical uncertainty in the calculated pp solar neu-
trino flux is estimated to be only 1% @11#. Therefore, a pre-
cise determination of the pp solar neutrino flux will be of
great interest as a crucial test of the theory of stellar evolu-
tion. The measurement of the pp neutrino flux will also pro-
vide a critical test of whether the neutrino oscillation theory,
which works well at energies above 5 MeV, also describes
accurately the lower energy neutrino phenomena ~energies
less than 0.4 MeV). We show in Sec. VI that the pp flux can
be determined with modest accuracy, of order 18 to 20 %,
using a combination of existing experimental data and some
guidance from the BP00 standard solar model. In the future,
it should be possible to determine the pp neutrino flux to an
accuracy of 15% using experimental data from the BOR-
EXINO, KamLAND, and SNO solar neutrino experiments
and predictions ~in a noncritical way! from the standard solar
model @see Eq. ~48!#. The unknown flux of sterile neutrinos
does not significantly affect the quoted estimates on the ac-
curacy with which the pp flux can be determined. To mea-
sure the pp flux with an accuracy sufficient to test stringently
the standard solar model prediction will require a dedicated
and accurate experiment that measures separately the pp
neutrino flux.
E. Correlation of errors, especially for neutrino absorption
cross sections
In order to determine the total 8B or 7Be solar neutrino
flux, and their sterile components, one must evaluate care--17
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tigation, we realized that the evaluations of the neutrino ab-
sorption cross section uncertainties in previous neutrino
oscillation studies, including our own, have not properly
taken account of the correlations among the theoretical un-
certainties in the cross section calculations ~for an insightful
discussion of this point, see Ref. @54#!. We discuss in the
Appendix how the cross section errors can be treated more
correctly. We also emphasize here that it is necessary to treat
as fully correlated the uncertainties in the principal CNO
neutrino fluxes that are obtained from standard solar model
predictions. These effects are small compared to other uncer-
tainties in determining solar neutrino oscillation parameters
~the principal goal of nearly all previous oscillation studies!.
The correlations among cross section uncertainties become
important only when one wants to make accurate inferences
regarding the neutrino fluxes themselves.
F. Focus: total fluxes and sterile neutrino fluxes
The main focus in this paper is on determining experi-
mentally the total 8B, 7Be, and pp solar neutrino fluxes in
order to make possible more precise tests of solar model
predictions. We have also shown that the contribution of ster-
ile neutrinos to the total flux can be measured, or a useful
upper limit can be set, for 8B solar neutrinos and for 7Be
solar neutrinos.
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APPENDIX
We determine, as is conventional for many analyses of
solar neutrino data, the allowed regions in the neutrino oscil-
lation space using a x2 function that includes all the relevant
data. In the construction of the x2 function, we have fol-
lowed closely the prescription of Ref. @55# ~see also Ref.
@54#!, but we have included some modifications to this pre-
scription in order to account in more detail for the energy
dependence and the correlation of the cross section errors for
the chlorine and gallium solar neutrino experiments.
For a given experiment j ~for example, gallium, or chlo-
rine!, the expected number of events can be written as
R j5(
i51
8
(
k
f i~Ek!C j~Ek!Pee ,i~Ek ,Dm2,u![(
i51
8
Ri j ,
~A1!
where i51,8 labels the solar neutrino fluxes, f i , and k la-
bels the energy bins of energy Ek . The quantity C j(Ek) is
the cross section for the interaction of a neutrino of energy
Ek in the experiment j; Pee ,i(Ek ,Dm2,u) is the survival035802probability of ne for a given energy Ek at a specified point,
Dm2,u , in neutrino oscillation space.9
The error matrix for the neutrino absorption cross sections
can be derived using Eq. ~A1!. Since the errors are uncorre-
lated between different experiments, we need to evaluate the
following expression for a specified experiment:
s2~c.s.!5^~R2R0!2&, ~A2!
where R0 is the best estimate for the ~gallium or chlorine!
experimental capture rate and the brackets indicate an aver-
age over the probability distribution of uncertainties in the
neutrino cross sections. Writing out the various terms in Eq.
~A2!, we find
s2~c.s.!5(
i , j (k1,k2 f i~Ek1!f j~Ek2!Pi~Ek1!P j~Ek2!
3^DC~Ek1!DC~Ek2!&. ~A3!
In the standard Ref. @55#, the cross section error matrix for
each experiment is given as
s2~c.s.! j j5d i1,i2(
i1
(
i2
Ri1 jRi2 jDlnCi1
j DlnCi2
j
5(
i
Ri j
2 ~DlnCi
j!2, ~A4!
where DlnCi is the average uncertainty in the interaction
cross section of neutrinos of flux type i in experiment j.
Equation ~A4! is obtained from Eq. ~A1! by neglecting
the correlations of the cross section errors among the differ-
ent neutrino fluxes and by neglecting the energy dependence
of the cross section errors. For the gallium detector, neither
of these assumptions is correct and even for chlorine the
cross section errors for different neutrino sources are
strongly correlated.
For all but the 8B and hep neutrino fluxes, either ground
state to ground state transitions are the only energetically
possible transitions ~which is the case for the chlorine detec-
tor! or the ground state to ground state transitions dominate
~which is the case for the gallium detector!. Thus all the
cross sections for the lower energy neutrinos move up or
down together, proportional to the square of the dominant
matrix element.
When considering the gallium experiments, we include
the energy dependence of the cross section errors and assume
full correlations among the cross section errors of the differ-
ent neutrino sources that contribute at a specific energy. Spe-
cifically, we use the results from Ref. @56# for the cross sec-
tion errors. For continuum sources, we take the fractional
error of the interaction cross section in the energy bin k to be
9The survival probability depends upon the neutrino species i be-
cause different neutrino species have different probability distribu-
tions for the location of their production within the Sun. For matter
oscillations, the survival probability obviously depends upon where
in the Sun the neutrino was produced.-18
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1
3 F usmax,min~Ek!2sbest~Ek!usbest~Ek! G , ~A5!
where smax,min(Ek) are the 3s upper and lower limit cross
sections given in Tables III and IV of Ref. @56#. For the line
sources 7Be and pep we use the errors given in Eqs. ~41!
and ~42! of Ref. @56#. To be complete, we have checked that
the shapes of these neutrino lines ~see Ref. @45#! do not affect
significantly the error estimates. The gallium contribution to
the cross section error matrix is therefore given by
sGa,Ga
2 ~c.s.!5(
k1
(
k2
]R
]lnC~Ek1!
]R
]lnC~Ek2!
3DlnC~k1 !DlnC~k2 !rk1k2 , ~A6!
where rk1k2 is the correlation matrix for the cross section
errors of the different energy bins. For low energy neutrino
sources, the dominant process is the transition to the germa-
nium ground state and for higher energy neutrino sources
(E*2 MeV) transitions to excited states dominate. There-
fore, we assume the cross section errors to be fully correlated
between energy bins either below or above E52 MeV
(rk1k251 for Ek1 ,Ek2,2 MeV or Ek1 ,Ek2.2 MeV). We
take the errors to be uncorrelated between one energy bin
below 2 MeV and one energy bin above E52 MeV (rk1k2
50 for Ek1,2 MeV and Ek2.2 MeV, or Ek1,2 MeV and
Ek2.2 MeV).035802For chlorine, we take as fully correlated the cross section
errors for the pp , pep , 7Be, and CNO neutrinos. The cross
section errors for the 8B and hep neutrinos are uncorrelated
with the errors for the lower energy neutrinos but are fully
correlated with each other. We can neglect for chlorine the
energy dependence of the chlorine to argon cross section
errors because the uncertainty for the lower energy neutrinos
is determined almost entirely from the ground-state to
ground-state matrix element. ~Forbidden corrections are un-
important for these low energy neutrinos.! For the 8B and
hep neutrinos, the absorption cross sections are also domi-
nated by a single ~but different! transition, in this case the
superallowed transition @10#, and therefore we can also ne-
glect the energy dependence for the higher energy neutrinos.
We adopt the values of the averaged chlorine cross section
errors given in Refs. @48,50#. To be explicit, the chlorine
contribution to the cross section error matrix is given by
sCl,Cl
2 ~c.s.!5(
i1
(
i2
Ri1ClRi2ClDlnCi1
ClDlnCi2
Clr i1i2 ,
~A7!
where r i1i251 for i1,i25pep , CNO, 7Be or i1,i2
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